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SOME FINITE QUOTIENTS OF
THE MAPPING CLASS GROUP OF A SURFACE

PATRICIA L. SIPE

ABSTRACT. Let S be a smooth, oriented, compact surface of genus p > 2,

and Modp its Teichmüller modular group (or mapping class group). Let T\ (S)

denote the unit tangent bundle, and let n be an integer dividing 2p — 2. Modp

acts on the finite set '5n, the elements of which are certain homomorphisms

from Hi(Tx(S),Zn) to Zn- In previous work of the author, these homomor-

phisms arose as the topological description of the nth roots of the canonical

bundle of the universal Teichmüller curve; however, a topological approach is

taken here. The subgroups of Gp,n which leave all elements of 5>n fixed are

subgroups of finite index in Modp. Let Qn = Modp/Gp,n. The elements of

Qn are characterized algebraically. Qn is an extension of (2Zn)2p by the sym-

plectic group Sp(p, Zn) (and in the case of n odd, Qn is a semidirect product).

1. Introduction. Let S be a smooth, oriented, compact surface of genus p > 2.

In [8,9], the author studied an action of the Teichmüller modular group on the nth

roots of the canonical bundle of the universal Teichmüller curve (n is an integer

dividing 2p - 2). Topological descriptions of the nth roots and the action were

given, and the subgroups GPin of the modular group Modp which fix all nth roots

were characterized (these results are summarized here in §2). The purpose of this

paper is to describe the finite quotients Qn = Modp/GP)„. The main result (see §2

for a more precise statement) is

THEOREM.   Qn is an extension of (2Z„)2p by the symplectic group Sp(p, Zn).

Here Zn denotes the integers modulo n, and 2Z„ is the subgroup of that group

generated by 2 (so if n is odd, Zn « 2Zn). (2Zn)2p is the finite group of 2p-vectors

with entries in 2Z„.

The results are obtained by analyzing a representation of Modp in the set of

(2p+l) x (2p+l) matrices with coefficients in Zn instead of the usual representation

in the set of 2p x 2p matrices. The subgroup Gp,„ is the kernel of this representation;

the main work of the paper is to characterize the image.

In his preliminary study of nth roots [3], Ear le proved that if n = 2, a diffeomor-

phism class / G Modp is in Gp,„ if and only if it induces the identity on Hi(S, Z2).

The above theorem reduces to this statement if n = 2. In this case, the action of

Sp(p, Z2) on square roots agrees with the action of Modp. These square roots are

the spin structures studied by Atiyah [1]. Johnson [4] gave a particularly appealing

description of the square roots and the action of Sp(p, Z2) which is discussed here

in §3.
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The case n > 2 is more complicated. It is no longer true that / G GPi„ if

and only if it acts as the identity on Hi(S, Zn). Earle [3] gave an example of a

diffeomorphism which acts trivially on Hi(S, Z), yet does not belong to GPt2P-2-

This example was discussed in [9], using geometric methods, and in fact leads to

a collection of examples (Lemma 1) which will be important in §4, which contains

the proof of the theorem.

The author wishes to thank Clifford J. Earle for many useful discussions and his

continued encouragement. She also thanks Dennis Johnson, John McCarthy and

Roger Lyndon for helpful conversations, and the referee for careful comments.

2. The nth roots and the action of the modular group.

2.1. We begin by summarizing the notation and results of [9]. Fix a canonical

basis {At,..., Ap, Bi,..., Bp} for the first homology group Hi(S, Z); that is, fix

simple closed curves so that Ai ■ Aj = Bi ■ Bj = 0, Ai ■ Bj = 6ij. Here • is the

intersection pairing on Hi(S, Z). It will be useful to think of S as equipped with

a Riemannian metric, with respect to which S is symmetric, so that the curves

{Ai, Bi}?=1 are parameterized by arc-length, and rp, the rotation of order p, maps

Ai to Ai+i and Bi to ¿?¿+i unless i = p, in which case we have Ap t~* Ai and

Bp y-y Bi. Let Ti(S) denote the unit tangent bundle of S, and denote the fiber

class in Hi(Ti(S),Z) by a. Throughout the paper, ft¿ denotes group isomorphism.

PROPOSITION 1. The fiber class a in Hi(Ti(S),Z) has order 2p-2. If{oti,a2,
...,ap,ßi,..., ßp} is any basis ofHi(S, Z), and {a[, a'2, ■ ■ ■, cx'p, ß[,..., ß'p} are any

lifts of these elements to paths in Ti(S), then the collection {a[,..., a'p, ß'i,..., ß'p,

a} forms a basis for Hi(Ti(S),Z) « Z2p 6 Z2p_2.

PROOF. Let To(S) be the tangent bundle of the surface S with its zero set

removed. The natural inclusion i:Ti(S) —y To(S) is a homotopy equivalence; Ti(S)

is a deformation retract of To(S). Therefore, we may identify Hi(Ti(S),Zn) with

Hi(To(S), Zn) and under this identification, a G Hi(Ti(S), Zn) corresponds to the

loop around the origin in the fiber of To (S). Keeping this identification in mind,

we see that this proposition is a restatement of Proposition 2.5 [9, p. 74].

COROLLARY. Ifn is an integer dividing 2p-2, then Hi(Ti(S), Z„) ft¡ (Zn)2p+1
with basis {a[,..., ap, ß[,..., ß'p, a}.

REMARK. If Y is a lift of a path 7 in S, then the image of Y under the natural

projection Ti (5) —> Sis^. If Y and Y' are two lifts of 7 to Ti( S ), then Y—Y' — ma
for some integer m. Note that there is a "natural" way of lifting paths; a path 7 in

S lifts to 7 in Ti (S), where

l(t) = (l(t),l'(t)).

This lifting, however, is not well defined on homology classes. For example, a small

loop homotopic to a point lifts to a or —a depending upon its orientation.

DEFINITION. Let n be an integer dividing 2p— 2.

4>„ = {homomorphisms 4>: Hi(Ti(S), Z„) —► Zn such that  (¡>(a) = -1}.

The set $n is a finite set of n2p elements. In [9] this set arises as a topological

description of those line bundles which are nth roots of the canonical bundle of

the universal Teichmüller curve.  The reason for the condition n|2p — 2 is clearer
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Figure l

in that context; if an nth root is to exist, then n must divide the Chern class of

the canonical bundle, 2p — 2. Taking this topological description as the definition

perhaps obscures the motivation for studying the sets $„, but makes possible a

simpler approach to the study of the subgroups of the modular group in which we

are interested here.

2.2. Let Diff+(S) be the group of sense-preserving diffeomorphisms of S, and

Diffo(5) the normal subgroup of those homotopic to the identity. The mapping class

group (or Teichmüller modular group) is defined by Modp = Diff+(5)/Diffo(S).

If 7 is a simple closed curve, let /7 denote the Dehn twist about 7 (here, the

same notation is used to denote a diffeomorphism of S and the class in Modp it

represents). It is well known that Modp is generated by Dehn twists [5]. Fix

Ci, a simple closed curve representing A2AXX (see Figure 1). The four elements

/ai,/bh/ci and rp, the rotation of order p, form a set of generators for Modp

[6,2],   '
A diffeomorphism / G Modp induces a map on homology p(f): Hi(S, Z) —►

Hi(S, Z). Thus, p is a homomorphism p: Modp —» Sp(p, Z) where Sp(p, Z) denotes

the symplectic group of transformations of H\(S,Z). These are represented by

2p x 2p matrices M which satisfy MlJM = J. Here J = (j~o) and Af* is the

transpose of the matrix M. The map p: Modp —► Sp(p, Z) is onto (see, for example

[7, p. 125]). It follows that the map pn: Modp —> Sp(p, Zn), the group of symplectic

matrices with coefficients in Zn, is also onto.

Modp acts on Hi(Ti(S),Zn). For the differential Df induces a homomorphism

(Df)t:Hi(Ti(S),Zn) -» Hi(Ti(S),Zn). This gives an action of Modp on the set

$n. If <j> G $„, then <t>:Hi(Ti(S),Zn) -* Zn and / G Modp acts by the rule

f-<j> = <j>o(D}-%.

The condition (/ ■ <fi)(a) = —1 is satisfied because (Df*1)* takes the fiber class a

to itself.  By definition, Gp „ is the subgroup of Modp which fixes all elements of
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Since $n is a finite set of n2p elements, and GP>TV is the kernel of the homo-

morphism Modp —y Perm(n2p), Gp,n is a subgroup of finite index in Modp. The

following three theorems were proved in [9], although with the approach taken in

this paper, Theorem A is essentially a definition.

THEOREM A.  f GGp,nifandonlyif(Df~1)t is the identity on Hi(Ti(S),Zn)-

THEOREM B. The action of Modp on $n can be (is) computed for a set of

generators for Modp.

THEOREM C. The image of GPin under the mapping pn:Modp —> Sp(p, Z„) is

precisely the congruence subgroup of level h.

The Torelli group is by definition the subgroup of Modp which acts as the identity

on Hi(S, Z). Note that the subgroups Gp<n neither contain nor are they contained

in the Torelli group.

The mapping pn: Modp —» Sp(p, Z„) factors through Qn to give a map which we

also denote by pn- The statement of the theorem is

THEOREM. The homomorphism pn'-Qn ~+ Sp(p,Z„) has kernel isomorphic to

(2Zn)2p. That is,

0^(2Zn)2p-^Qn^Sp(p,Zn)^0

is a short exact sequence.

COROLLARY. If n is odd, the exact sequence splits and Qn is the semidirect

product (Zn)2p tx Sp(p,Zn).

2.3. We have fixed a basis for Hi(S, Z). If we let {A'lt A'2,..., A'p, B'i, ...,B'p,a}
be a basis for Hi(Ti(S), Zn) as in Proposition 1, then the elements of $„ can be

written as column vectors of length 2p + 1 with entries in Zn (the final entry is

always —1, since 4>(a) = —1).
Let 6 be the map from Modp to the set of (2p + 1) x (2p + 1) matrices with

entries in Zn which assigns to each / G Modp the matrix representing the induced

map (Df'1), with respect to this basis. Then the action of Modp is described by

right multiplication by 6(f), and 6(f) is of the form

(Pud'1)     0\

^     «(/) l)'

where Pn(/_1) G Sp(p, Zn) and v(f) G (Zn)2p. Since the kernel of 6 is Gp,n, the

image of Modp under r5 is isomorphic to Qn- Identifying Qn with the image allows

us to speak of elements of Qn as matrices. Our goal is to identify which matrices

are in the image.

3. The case n = 2. Johnson [4], in the process of giving a topological descrip-

tion of Atiyah's invariant on spin structures, found that there is a natural lifting

of mod 2 homology classes on the surface S to mod 2 homology classes on its unit

tangent bundle. We will need the definition of this lift for our study of the case

n > 2 in the next section.

Recall that for any simple closed curve r in S, we have defined a lift f, a path

in Ti(S). Let 7 be any homology class in Hi(S,Z). Represent it by a collection

of simple closed curves {71,...,7^}. Define 7 G Hi(Ti(S),Z2) to be the mod2

homology class of ^»=i li + kot.
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Theorem (Johnson [4]). If [71] = [72] in Hi(S,Z), then [71] = [72] in
Hi(Ti(S),Z2). Thus, "~" ¿5 a natural lifting from Hi(S,Z) to Hi(Ti(S),Z2).
This natural lifting is not a homomorphism, rather,

(71 + 72) = 7i + 72 + (71 • 72)a-

Johnson goes on to prove that the spin structures considered by Atiyah (which

for us are the elements of $2) can be identified with certain quadratic forms. The

quadratic forms he considers are homomorphisms q:Hi(S, Z2) —» Z2 such that

q(a+b) = q(a)+q(b) + (a-b), that is, the associated bilinear pairing is the intersection

pairing. The identification is as follows: With each <f> G $2, <t>'- Hi(Ti(S), Z2) —► Z2,

associate the quadratic form given by the rule q^a) = <¡)(a). Johnson shows that

the Arf invariant of the quadratic form is the Atiyah invariant of the associated

spin structure. Two elements of $2 are in the same orbit of the action if and only

if they have the same Arf invariant.

4. The case n > 2. We now assume that n > 2, and because n|2p - 2, this

also means that p > 2 for the remainder of the paper. If n ^ 2, we cannot hope to

define a natural lifting of iii (S, Z) to Hi (Ti (S), Zn). If 7 G Hi (S, Z) is represented

by {71 > • • • )7fc}> the modn homology class of ^¿=i 7i + ka generally will depend

on the choice of simple closed curves representing 7. Nevertheless, if we start with

a particular simple closed curve r, we can think off = r + aasa path in Ti(S)

which therefore represents a homology class in Hi(Ti(S), Zn). So by starting with

the particular set of curves {Ai,... ,BP} described in §1, we can form the basis

{Ai,... ,Bp,a} as in Proposition 1. The matrix representations of elements of

$„ and of the maps (Z)/-1)» can then be written in terms of this basis, and

we will assume for the remainder of this paper that all vectors and matrices are so

expressed. Note, however, that the calculations in [9] were done with respect to the

basis (Äi,... ,Bp,a} and not with respect to the one described here. The results

are easily translated, of course, because of the relations Ai = Ai + a, Bi = Bi + a.

Under the map 6, the elements of Qn are identified with matrices of the form

Loi] which are expressed with respect to the basis {Ai, B¿, a}p=1 and induced by

elements of Modp. Not all possible matrices of this form lie in the image of Modp.

The following proposition and its corollary characterize which matrices occur in

this way, and are essentially restatements of the theorem (stated in §2) and its

corollary.

PROPOSITION. The matrix [^1], expressed with respect to {A¿,B¿,a}p=1 is

induced by f G Modp if and only if M G Sp(p, Zn) and

(*) Diag(M'TVM) - v € (2Zn)2p

where N is the 2p x 2p matrix ( q 0 ) •   Here, for any square matrix M, M* ¿5 its

transpose and Diag(M) denotes the vector whose ith component is Ma.

COROLLARY. If n is odd, Modp/GPj„ is the semidirect product of (Zn)2p by

Sp(p,Z„).

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the proposition. Notice

that the theorem follows easily from the proposition, since pn'-Qn —> Sp(p, Z„)

takes [ „ J] —► M and ker(p„) is the subgroup of matrices of the form [lx] where
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Figure 2

v G (2Z„)2p. Note that by the proposition, the matrices of the form r °] are in the

image of the map from Modp into (2p+1) x (2p+1) matrices. Those statements are

independent of the basis chosen for Hi (Ti (S), Z„). However, formula (*) holds only

for the particular basis {Ai, Bi, a}p=1 described here. One can easily check whether

condition (*) is satisfied. For let M = (M¿J)2p)=1. Each column (M¿j)2pj of M

consists of two vectors of length p whose dot product Y7i=ii^ij){^(i+p)j) e Zn.

If it agrees, mod 2 with Vj (the jth entry of v) for every 1 < j < 2p, then (*) holds.

The following lemmas are used in the proof of the proposition. We begin by

constructing examples of elements in Modp which act trivially on Hi (S, Zn) yet do

not act trivially on $n.

LEMMA 1.   Given any vector v = (vi,v2) G (2Zn)p x (2Zn)p = (2Zn)2p there

is a diffeomorphism which acts trivially on Hi(S, Z) and acts on Hi(Ti(S), Zn) by

( I     0    0^
0/0

KV\     V2     1 j

(here I is the p x p identity matrix).

PROOF.   Fix a simple closed curve £>2 representing AiBiA^1 B^1 A^1 as in

Figure 2. Let g G Modp be given by f^1 o fD%.

( I    0    0^

(Dg-% =010,
I 0   w    lj

where w = (wi, W2, ■ ■ ■, wp) has W2 = 2, all other entries zero (see [9, §4]).  The

rotation diffeomorphism rp is represented by the matrix

1R    0    0\

0    R   0    ,
V°    °    l)
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Figure 3

where R is the p x p permutation matrix (r¿j)

■ ip

6i,j+i,    1<J<P-1,

<5¿,i,

Then r~* o g o rp still acts as the identity on the homology of the surface, but the 2

in the last row is shifted one place to the right. Repeated conjugations shift the 2 to

any position within the second vector of length p in the bottom row. Compositions

then generate all possible vectors in (2Zn)p. Thus, we have induced any matrix of

the form
//    0    o"

0/0
y0   w2    1

where v2 G (2Zn)p.

It now remains to construct similar examples with any vi G (2Zn)p appearing in

the first position of the bottom row. The idea, of course, is to interchange the roles

of the A curves and the B curves, which can be accomplished either algebraically

or geometrically.

To see this geometrically, we proceed with a construction analogous to the first

part. Fix a simple closed curve / representing AiBiAxxBxxB^1, as in Figure 3.

The curves B^1 and / are homologous, and fß1 ol induces the matrix

w has u>2 = 2, all other entries zero.  Then conjugation by the rotation map and

compositions again generate all matrices

/    0   0^

0    /   0    ,
vi    0    1}

where vi is any element of (2Zn)p.
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Alternatively, because (° ~J) is a symplectic matrix, there is some / G Modp so

that p(f) = (°I~o1)- Then (£/-1)* is of the form

/ 0      -/   0^
/       0      0.

\wi       W2        1  ,

Without trying to find wi and W2, we can see that if h G Modp (constructed above)

induces

//   0   0^
0   /   0    ,

V°   v    l)

then f~xhf induces

/   /      0    0^
0      /   0    .

I  -v   0    1 ,

Of course, compositions of these two kinds of examples give any (^1,^2) = v £

(2Zn)2p as the bottom row.

REMARK. If n is odd, and v G (Zn)2p, and / the 2p x 2p identity matrix, then

[[ °] is induced by some / G Modp, for in this case (2Zn)2p = (Zn)2p.

The sequence of Lemmas 2a-d follows Earle's argument for the case n = 2 quite

closely [3, pp. 32-33].

LEMMA 2a. If S is a symmetric 2p x 2p matrix and A is a2px2p matrix, both

with coefficients in Zn, then

(DiagS) • A - Diag(^SA) G (2Zn)2p.

REMARK. The statement essentially says that while (DiagS)- A^ Diag(A'SA)

in general, these are equal "mod 2." The proof is a direct calculation.

LEMMA 2b. Let N be the 2p x 2p matrix (° ¿) and for g G Modp define r(g) =

Diag(pn(g_1)*Arpn(g~1)). Then r(g) satisfies the condition

T(gh)-T(g)-T(h)pn(g-1) G (2Zn)2p.

Proof.

T(gh) -r(g) -r(fi)pn(g_1)

= Di^p^ghr'YNp^gh)-1) - Brng^g-^Np^g-1))

- DiagtMfc-^JVp^-1)] • Mo-1)

= Diag[pn(0-1)t[pn(/i-1)t7Vpn(/l-1) - iV^Qr1)]

- DiaglM/i-1)^^-1)] • p^g-1).

This last expression is in (2Z„)2p by Lemma 2a, using A = pn(g~l) and S =

Pn(h~1)tNpn(h~1) — N. S is symmetric here because MtNM - N is symmetric

for a symplectic matrix M.
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LEMMA 2c.   // / G Modp, (Df  *)» takes the matrix form

(Pntt-1)      0\

^ *</)    V'
This defines v(f) G (Zn)2p for f G Modp.  Then v satisfies the cocycle condition

v(gh) = v(g)+v(h)pn(g~1).

Proof.

gh acts by

(DW-').=(flr.).,Bs-.,. = (i(k^-;>(f) ;)

as claimed.

LEMMA 2d.   For any f G Modp, v(f) - r(f) G (2Zn)2p.

PROOF. We first calculate r and v for the set {/Ai,/Bi,/ci,rp} of generators

for Modp. Denoting the ith components of r and v by t¿,u¿, respectively, we find

(interpreting the results from [9]) that

r(rp) = zero vector,

,,   ,      Í0 if i^p+1,
nuAi)- | _1   if t- = p + 1)

r¿
,,    ,      Í0     if ¿=¿1,

¿(/si)-{l     ¡fí = l,

f 0 if i' t¿ P + 1 or p + 2,

n(fCl) = \ -i    if » = p+1,
I - 1     if i = p + 2,

v(rp) = zero vector,

- , ,   v      Í0     if t jé p + 1,

,     .    /0        if »vi,

(0 iî i^p+loT p + 2,

S*(/c,) = <   -1      if  *' = P+1,
II if i' = p + 2.

Notice that r(g) -ù(g) G (2Zn)2p for all four generators. Also, by the previous two

lemmas, 7 and v satisfy the same cocycle condition, mod(2Zn)2p. Thus, t - v G

(2Zn)2p for any words in the generators, and therefore for all elements of Modp.

Proof of the Proposition. If the matrix [^°] is induced by / g Modp,
then M = pn{f~l) is symplectic, v = v(f) by definition, and Lemma 2d says that

condition Diag(M*iVM) -vG (2Z„)2p is satisfied.
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For the converse, we note that since the mapping pn: Modp —» Sp(p, Zn) is onto,

there is some h G Modp with pn(/i-1) = M. Then Diag(M*NM) - u(/i-1) G

(2Zn)2p. By hypothesis, Diag(M'/VM) - V € (2Zn)2p, sod- ¿(ft-1) G (2Zn)2p.

Lemma 1 then says we can construct an element of Modp which induces [v_jj(h-i) i]

and multiplying h by this element gives a diffeomorphism in Modp which induces

TO
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. Recalling that under our identification we may

speak of elements of Qn = Modp/Gp,n as matrices, let K be the subgroup of

Modp/GP:n consisting of elements of the form [* jl. Note that K m (Zn)2p and K

is normal in Modp/Gp,n.  Let H be the subgroup of elements of the form [\f $]■

Then H is isomorphic to Sp(p, Zn) and HK is the entire group Q„, so

Qn = KxH^(Zn)2pxSV,(p,Zn).

Notice that a similar expression of the quotient as a semidirect product is not

possible if n is even. For a given symplectic matrix M, it is possible that [ q ?]

is not in the quotient, for Diag(MtNM) g (2Z„)2p. Thus, there is no apparent

lifting of Sp(p, Zn) to Qn.
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